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Abstract. For the regression model yi =f(t i)  + el (e's lid N(0,a2)), it is 
proposed to test the null hypothesis tha t f i s  a polynomial of degree less 
than some given value m. The alternative is that f is such a polynomial 
plus a scale factor b ~/2 times an ( m -  l)-fold integrated Wiener process. 
For this problem, it is shown that no uniformly (in b) most powerful test 
exists, but a locally (at b = 0) most powerful test does exist. Derivation 
and calculation of the test statistic is based on smoothing spline theory. 
Some approximations of the null distribution of the test statistic for the 
locally most powerful test are described. An example using real data is 
shown along with a computing algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 

Consider the univariate regression model 

(1.1) y i =  f ( t i )  + ei, l < i <_ n , 

where 0 < tl < " "  < t, < 1 and e; -- lid N(0, O'2). We assume a 2 is known. As 
formulated,  there is no parametric form assumed for the regression func- 
tion f ( t ) .  Often, a polynomial model for f will be used, either because of 
theoretical considerations in the scientific application, or more often for 
the convenience of the statistical modeller. The simple linear regression 
f ( t )  = fll + fl2t is, of course, one such model. We consider here the problem 
of testing the null hypothesis 
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